BE CREATIVA WITH THE NEW WAHL CREATIVA CORDLESS CLIPPER.

The Creativa™ kit comes with 2 removable Lithium Ion batteries that each have a run time of 75 minutes. With a 50-minute full charge time, keep one battery on the charger and the other in the clipper to ensure continuous operation. The Creativa XXL Battery* offers 180 minutes of run time for convenient all-day cordless clipping. The unique curve of the Creativa allows for increased visibility on the blade when clipping in tight areas and creating crisp lines. The Creativa is also lightweight and ergonomically designed to fit comfortably in your hand to prevent wrist and shoulder fatigue. Featuring Wahl's signature 5-in-1 blade, enjoy the convenience of having five blade sizes in one easy-to-adjust blade. Available in 2 color options — Black and Berry.
KIT CONTENTS

Professional Cordless Clipper
5-in-1 Fine Blade Set (#9, #10, #15, #30, #40)
2 Lithium Ion Rechargeable Battery Packs
Charging Stand & Charger
4 Plastic Attachment Guide Combs
Cleaning Brush, Blade Oil & Instruction Book

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• Each standard battery has a 75 minute run time and 50 minute charge time
• Constant Speed Control automatically delivers more power and torque in tough areas
• Unique curved design increases visibility on blade when in tight spots
• Runs quietly to keep noise sensitive animals calm & comfortable
• 5-in-1 blade easily adjusts between sizes #9, #10, #15, #30, and #40
• XXL Battery* provides 180 minutes of run time (*sold separately)

IDEAL FOR:
• Feet, face and finish work on all dog breeds
• Light body clipping on small and medium sized dogs
• Leg, neck, and tail lines on lion cuts
• Sanitary trims & belly shaves on all cat breeds
• Bridle path, ears, muzzle and fetlocks on horses
• Trimming and show cuts for goats, pigs and cattle

SPECIFICATIONS

CORD/BATTERY: Cordless
SPEEDS: 1 Speed
SPM/RPM: 5,300
MOTOR: Rotary
PACK STYLE: Box
CASE PACK: 4
MANUFACTURED: Hungary
BLADE MANUFACTURED: Germany

SIZE (H x W x D) INCHES
UNIT: 7” x 1.75” x 1.5”
PACK: 10” x 7.75” x 3.42”
CASE: 14.5” x 11” x 9.13”

WEIGHT (oz. / lbs.)
UNIT: 9.9 oz.
PACK: 2 lbs.
CASE: 8.67 lbs.
PALLET
QUANTITY: 280 pcs.
CASES PER LAYER: 10
LAYERS PER SKID: 7
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